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Climb prediction uncertainty is a major source of error in trajectory-based automation 
for air traffic management. An algorithm to detect conflicts in the volume of airspace 
between fast-climb-rate and slow-climb-rate trajectories for climbing flights in the strategic 
detection time frame of 3-8 minutes was developed and evaluated using 12 hours of actual 
Fort Worth Center Host traffic data. Results indicate that conflict detections involving at 
least one climbing flight were made 2 minutes earlier on average using this multi-trajectory 
conflict detection algorithm than using a single-trajectory algorithm. Furthermore, although 
there were 55% more conflict detections using the multi-trajectory algorithm, only 15% of 
these additional detections were false alerts. 

I. Introduction 
IR traffic demand is expected to increase substantially over the next 20 years, but controller workload limits 

airspace capacity
1
. It is expected that higher levels of automation for separation assurance (SA) will be required 

to accommodate future demand growth. Since trajectory prediction accuracy and robustness are central to trajectory-

based operations, several studies on the performance of an automated SA system in the presence of uncertainty were 

conducted
2-3

. These studies relied upon a single nominal trajectory prediction for each flight for automated conflict 

detection. However, this approach led to an unacceptable number of late or missed conflict detections because of 

excessive climb trajectory prediction uncertainty. 

Researchers have analyzed various methods of reducing climb uncertainty including the use of flight-planning 

data from airlines
4
, establishing real-time air-to-ground data link of flight parameters such as aircraft weight

5
, and 

improving aircraft performance models
6
. However, they did not determine how improvements in climb trajectory 

prediction accuracy would affect automated conflict detection performance. The objective of this study is to improve 

conflict detection performance for climbing flights in the strategic detection time frame of 3-8 minutes without any 

additional data on flight-specific parameters or modifying aircraft performance models beforehand. 

Researchers have also investigated the conflict detection performance of an automated tactical decision support 

tool that employed two trajectory predictions for each flight: 1) a nominal trajectory based on flightplan, radar track, 

and atmospheric data, and 2) a dead-reckoning trajectory based on extrapolation of current velocity and heading
7
. Its 

purpose was to handle conflicts in the tactical time horizon of about 1-3 minutes. However, since no previous work 

analyzed the feasibility of utilizing more than one trajectory for conflict detection over a longer 3-8 minute strategic 

detection time frame, this study develops and evaluates a multi-trajectory strategic conflict detection algorithm that 

checks the volume of airspace between the fast-climb-rate and slow-climb-rate trajectories of climbing flights for 

conflicts. 

Section II gives additional detail about recent work on climb trajectory prediction uncertainty and automated SA 

performance under different levels of uncertainty that motivated this study. Section III describes how fast- and slow-

climb-rate trajectories were modeled in the multi-trajectory conflict detection algorithm for climbing flights. Section 

IV focuses on the algorithm itself. Section V provides results from preliminary testing of the algorithm using a set of 

11 simulation test cases from previous research. Section VI presents results from a more thorough evaluation of the 

algorithm using 12 hours of Fort Worth Center Host traffic and compares the performance of the proposed multi-

trajectory conflict detection algorithm to that of the single-trajectory algorithm for conflicts involving one or more 

climbing flights. Section VII discusses the results of the experiment. Section VIII summarizes the findings of the 

work. 
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II. Background 
Climb prediction uncertainty is a significant source of error in trajectory-based automated SA. Analysis of the 

accuracy of a high-fidelity real-time trajectory prediction modeler for climbing departures in the Dallas/Fort Worth 

area for 14 days between mid-February and early March 2008 was conducted in prior work
3
. Trajectory predictions 

for climbing departures were generated by the Trajectory Synthesizer (TS) module of the Center-TRACON 

Automation System (CTAS) prototype using enroute Center Host track and flightplan data (updated every 12 

seconds for each flight), hourly updates of atmospheric condition forecasts (e.g., wind, temperature, pressure) from 

the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Rapid Update Cycle model, and a database of over 100 

unique aircraft performance models. When these trajectory predictions were compared to Host radar tracks, altitude 

trajectory prediction errors for climbing departures had standard deviations greater than the current legal vertical 

separation standard of 1000 feet for all look-ahead times greater than 1.5 minutes. 

Simulations to evaluate automated SA performance in the strategic SA time frame of about 3-20 minutes were 

also conducted using the CTAS prototype under different levels of uncertainty
2-3

. In these experiments, one nominal 

trajectory prediction updated every 12 seconds with fresh track data for each flight was used for conflict detection 

and resolution. The majority of the losses of separation encountered in these simulations were conflicts that were 

initially detected with predicted time to first loss of separation of less than 3 minutes because of climb trajectory 

prediction uncertainty. These studies hypothesized that modeling and utilizing fast- and slow-climb-rate trajectories 

for climbing flights in automated strategic conflict detection could reduce the number of late or missed conflict 

detections due to climb uncertainty. The present work develops such an algorithm and evaluates it in terms of the 

tradeoff between improvements in initial conflict detection times and increases in false alerts. 

III. Modeling Fast- and Slow-Climb-Rate Trajectory Predictions 
Fast- and slow-climb-rate trajectory predictions for climbing flights are modeled in CTAS by varying aircraft 

weight. Weight was the first parameter used because it is a factor that is typically uncertain for climbs and causes 

climb trajectory uncertainty
4
. 

The nominal trajectory predictions generated for automated conflict detection in previous work utilized a weight 

value that was 90% of each flight’s gross maximum takeoff weight in the CTAS aircraft performance model 

database. In the multi-trajectory conflict detection algorithm, fast-climb-rate trajectories were modeled using a 

weight that was 10% lighter. Slow-climb-rate trajectories were modeled using a weight that was 10% heavier. An 

example of fast- and slow-climb-rate trajectories for a typical flight climbing out of Fort Worth Center is presented 

in Figure 1. Note that the nominal-climb-rate trajectory prediction is bounded by the fast- and slow-climb-rate 

trajectories at all look-ahead times by definition. 

 

 
Figure 1. Example fast- and slow-climb-rate trajectory predictions. 

 

It should be emphasized that modeling fast- and slow-climb-rate trajectories in CTAS is not limited to weight 

variations.  Rather, these trajectories can also be modeled using combinations of aircraft parameters such as weight, 

thrust, and speed profile with reasonable deviations from the nominal
3
; for example, a speed profile deviation of 

10% of the nominal value is reasonable, whereas a deviation of 30% is not
5
. This flexibility allows for fast and easy 
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modification of fast- and slow-climb-rate trajectory predictions. However, the effect of using parameters other than 

weight and/or multiple aircraft parameters on conflict detection performance is a subject for future research. 

IV. Multi-Trajectory Conflict Detection Algorithm 
The multi-trajectory conflict detection algorithm checks the volume of airspace between the fast-climb-rate and 

slow-climb-rate trajectories of climbing flights for conflicts on a strategic detection time frame of 3-8 minutes. This 

was achieved by using the fast- and slow-climb-rate trajectories to define dynamic vertical and horizontal detection 

criteria around the nominal trajectory of the climbing flight at each trajectory time step. An 8-minute maximum first 

detection time is used because previous research on conflict prediction algorithms found that detections made with 

predicted time to first loss of separation of 8 minutes or less were accurate enough for resolutions to be issued
8-9

. 

Separate logic was developed to effectively handle conflicts between: 1) climbing and non-climbing (i.e., level 

or descending) flights, and 2) two climbing flights. It was necessary to decompose the overall multi-trajectory 

conflict detection algorithm into these two pieces because climb/non-climb conflicts involve one set of fast-climb-

rate and slow-climb-rate trajectory predictions whereas climb/climb conflicts involve two sets. 

A. Dynamic Vertical Detection Criteria 
The vertical dimension of a climbing flight’s protected region of airspace is defined by the fast-climb-rate and 

slow-climb-rate trajectory predictions of the climbing flight with 1000 feet buffers added above and below. These 

additional buffers are necessary because previous research observed that aircraft takeoff weight variation of more 

than 10% within aircraft types is common in present-day operations
4
. For instance, MD8 aircraft takeoff weights 

were observed to have a standard deviation equal to 7.1% of their mean. This is notable because if these takeoff 

weights had a Gaussian distribution, then about 16% of MD8 aircraft had takeoff weights that deviated more than 

10% from the observed mean. 

The dynamic altitude envelope for the same flight used in the previous section is illustrated in Figure 2. In terms 

of conflict detection, this envelope is actually composed of dynamic “upper-vertical” and “lower-vertical” detection 

criteria that are functions of look-ahead time. For example, at the 3-minute time step (i.e., the start of the strategic 

detection horizon), the difference between the predicted altitudes of the fast- and nominal-climb-rate trajectory 

predictions is 719 feet and, thus, the upper-vertical detection criterion at this time step is 1719 feet. Similarly, the 

difference between the predicted altitudes of the nominal- and slow-climb-rate trajectory predictions is 600 feet, so 

the lower-vertical criterion for the same 3-minute look-ahead is 1600 feet. Note that the upper- and lower-vertical 

detection criteria typically increase as a function of prediction time because the fast- and slow-climb-rate trajectories 

diverge. In this example, the upper- and lower-vertical detection criteria of the climbing flight grow to 2450 feet and 

2252 feet, respectively, by the 8-minute prediction time step (i.e., the end of the strategic detection time frame). 

 

 
Figure 2. Example dynamic vertical detection criteria. 

B. Dynamic Horizontal Detection Criteria 
Corresponding dynamic horizontal detection criteria are also derived from the same fast- and slow-climb-rate 

trajectories. The dynamic horizontal detection criterion at each time step in these predictions is 7 nmi plus the 
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maximum of: 1) the horizontal distance between the fast- and nominal-climb-rate trajectory predictions, and 2) the 

horizontal distance between the nominal- and slow-climb-rate trajectory predictions. Note that buffers of at least 2 

nmi are added to the minimum horizontal separation criterion of 5 nmi to compensate for the trajectory prediction 

uncertainties that are inherent whenever using actual Host traffic. This is in line with previous studies of automated 

strategic SA performance in simulation with trajectory prediction uncertainty, which used a fixed 8 nmi strategic 

horizontal detection criterion
2-3

. However, these criteria were primarily selected based on engineering judgment, and 

there is no definitive method for selecting horizontal detection criteria. As such, an analysis of the tradeoff between 

different aspects of conflict detection performance such as first detection times and missed- and false-alert rates with 

different minimum horizontal detection criteria is needed and should be a subject of future research. 

The dynamic horizontal detection criteria for the same case used in Figures 1-2 as a function of look-ahead time 

is graphed in Figure 3. At the start of the strategic detection time frame (3 minutes), the horizontal distance between 

the fast- and nominal-climb-rate trajectories is 0.24 nmi, and the horizontal distance between the nominal and slow-

climb-rate trajectories is 0.20 nmi. As such, the horizontal detection criterion at this look-ahead time is 7.24 nmi. 

Similar to the dynamic upper- and lower-vertical detection criteria described in the previous section, the dynamic 

horizontal detection criteria typically grow as a function of prediction time. By the end of the strategic detection 

time frame (8 minutes), the horizontal detection criterion for this particular climbing flight increased to 8.26 nmi. 

 

 
Figure 3. Example dynamic horizontal detection criteria. 

C. Climb/Non-Climb Cases 
In the multi-trajectory conflict detection algorithm, a non-climbing flight is flagged as a conflict with a climbing 

flight only if it meets all of the following conditions at some look-ahead time between 3 and 8 minutes (inclusive): 

(1) predicted separation between their nominal trajectory predictions is less than the climbing flight’s dynamic 

upper- or lower-vertical detection criteria and less than its dynamic horizontal detection criteria, and (2) predicted 

initial loss of separation or current position of either flight is in Fort Worth Center enroute airspace. 

By contrast, in the nominal CTAS conflict detection process, a single trajectory prediction was generated for 

each flight. For a climb/non-climb flight pair to be flagged as a conflict using the single-trajectory conflict detection 

algorithm, it needed to have predicted separation of less than 7 nmi and 1500 feet, predicted time to first loss of 

separation between 3 and 8 minutes (inclusive), and predicted initial loss of separation or current position in Fort 

Worth Center enroute airspace. 

D. Climb/Climb Cases 
The other conflict type that is relevant to this study is climb/climb. Conflicts involving two climbing flights (C1 

and C2) require a separate algorithm that utilizes two sets of fast- and slow-climb-rate trajectories. By comparison, 

the algorithm for climb/non-climb conflicts described in the previous section only employs one set of fast- and slow-

climb-rate trajectories. 

In the multi-trajectory conflict detection algorithm, a climbing flight C2 is flagged as a conflict with a different 

climbing flight C1 only if it meets all of the following conditions at some look-ahead time between 3 and 8 minutes 

(inclusive): (1) predicted separation between C2’s fast- or slow-climb-rate trajectories and C1’s nominal trajectory is 

less than C1’s dynamic upper- or lower-vertical detection criteria and its dynamic horizontal detection criteria, and 
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(2) predicted initial loss of separation or current position of either flight is in Fort Worth Center enroute airspace. 

However, since it is possible for the conflict to be undetected if only C1’s dynamic horizontal and vertical envelopes 

are considered, C1’s fast- and slow-climb-rate trajectories must also be checked against C2’s nominal trajectory 

prediction and dynamic horizontal and upper- and lower-vertical detection criteria. 

E. Handling Trajectory Failures 
The CTAS Trajectory Synthesizer was able to generate trajectory predictions with weight values that were -10% 

and +10% of the nominal value in most cases. However, when these weight variations resulted in trajectory failures, 

logic in the multi-trajectory conflict detection algorithm reduced each weight variation by 5 percentage points at 

most twice until the weight perturbations reached 0% or both the fast- and slow-climb-rate trajectory predictions 

were successfully generated (whichever occurred first). However, since trajectory failures after weight perturbations 

converge to zero do occur about 1% of the time, it may be necessary to also utilize dead-reckoning trajectories on a 

limited strategic detection time horizon (e.g., 5 minutes) in such cases. 

V. Preliminary Testing in Simulation 
Preliminary evaluation of the strategic multi-trajectory conflict detection algorithm for climbing flights utilized 

losses of separation encountered in simulations with different levels of uncertainty when the single-trajectory 

conflict detection algorithm and automated conflict resolution were used
3
. No losses of separation occurred over 10 

simulation hours when there was no trajectory uncertainty, or when weight uncertainty was uniformly distributed 

between -10% and +10%. However, there were 19 losses of separation when the weight range increased to ± 20%. 

Analysis of these 19 losses found that 11 of them involved either late (i.e., conflict initially detected with predicted 

time to first loss of separation of less than 3 minutes) or missed detection due to climb prediction uncertainty. As a 

preliminary test, the multi-trajectory conflict detection algorithm was applied to these 11 simulation cases. 

A. Simulation Test Cases 
The characteristics of the 11 simulation test cases are summarized in Table 1. It contains data on the aircraft type 

of both flights, their respective phases of flight at predicted first loss of separation (climb or level), the lateral and 

vertical distances between them at minimum separation, and several conflict detection parameters (time to first loss 

of separation, minimum predicted horizontal separation, and minimum predicted vertical separation). 

 

Case AC1 
(type) 

AC2 
(type) 

Phase of 
Flight 

Miss Distance 
(nmi, feet) 

Conflict Detection 
(minutes, nmi, feet) 

1 MD88 MD10 C/L 3.46, 243 2.2, 4.0, 971 

2 MD82 MD82 C/L 4.60, 119 2.0, 2.4, 827 

3 MD82 MD83 C/L 3.37, 275 2.4, 1.7, 827 

4 FA20 A319 C/L 3.70, 8 2.8, 6.4, 946 

5 WW24 DC87 C/L 2.66, 320 2.8, 6.5, 1402 

6 B733 DC10 C/L 3.66, 668 2.8, 6.4, 902 

7 E135 B733 C/L 4.72, 646 missed detection 

8 MD82 A306 C/L 4.98, 328 1.8, 6.4, 932 

9 MD83 DC10 C/L 3.77, 530 1.8, 2.3, 744 

10 B733 DC10 C/L 4.37, 666 missed detection 

11 C56X E145 C/C 3.31, 624 1.6, 2.2 1383 

Table 1. Late or missed detection cases due to climb uncertainty (± 20% simulations). 

B. Single-Trajectory Conflict Detection Example 
The single-trajectory algorithm’s conflict detection process for the climbing (AC1) and cruising flight (AC2) in 

case 4 of Table 1 is illustrated in Figures 4-5. The nominal trajectory predictions made when the cruising flight first 

enters Fort Worth Center airspace and the simulated tracks of the climbing flight are graphed in Figure 4. Note that 

the climbing flight’s nominal trajectory prediction at this point in time at 6.4 minutes prior to first loss of separation 

has a vertical rate that is noticeably larger than what the simulated flight would actually turn out to climb at. This 

climb trajectory prediction uncertainty persisted even though trajectory predictions for both flights were constantly 

being updated every 12 seconds with fresh track data. As such, the conflict was not detected until 2.8 minutes prior 

to loss of separation (see Figure 5), which falls outside of the strategic detection time horizon of 3-8 minutes. 
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Figure 4. Missed conflict detection by single-trajectory algorithm at 6.4 minutes to go. 

 

 
Figure 5. First conflict detection by single-trajectory algorithm at 2.8 minutes to go. 

C. Multi-Trajectory Conflict Detection Example 
Figure 6 below is an illustration of the first detection of the same conflict presented in Figures 4-5 by the multi-

trajectory conflict detection algorithm at 6.4 minutes to go. As before, this plot graphs altitude (feet) versus time 

from loss of separation (minutes) for both the climbing and cruising flights. The black dots represent the simulated 

tracks of the climbing flight. The fast- and slow-climb-rate trajectories of the climbing flight and the nominal 

trajectory of the cruising flight are graphed with solid brown, green, and blue lines, respectively. In this particular 

case, the altitude envelope defined by the fast- and slow-climb-rate trajectories accounted for the climbing flight’s 

trajectory uncertainty seen in Figure 4. As a result, the multi-trajectory algorithm initially detected this conflict 6.4 

minutes prior to loss of separation in simulation. In cases like this, checking the volume of airspace between the fast- 

and slow-climb-rate trajectories of climbing flights for conflicts is valuable because it significantly increases the 

time to loss at first detection and thereby gives a controller or an automated conflict resolution system more time to 

develop a suitable conflict-free resolution trajectory. 
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Figure 6. First conflict detection by multi-trajectory algorithm at 6.4 minutes to go. 

D. Conflict Detection Performance in Simulation 
The same analysis presented in previous sections for case 4 in Table 1 was also applied to the other 9 climb/non-

climb and 1 climb/climb conflicts in prior simulations of automated SA performance that had late or missed conflict 

detection due to climb uncertainty
3
. Note that the multi-trajectory algorithm detected 10 out of the 11 conflicts in the 

strategic detection time frame of 3-8 minutes. The average improvement in first conflict detection times was about 

3.7 minutes. 

In case 10, however, the multi-trajectory algorithm was only able to detect the conflict with 2.0 minutes to go 

(although this is an improvement over the single-trajectory algorithm’s missed detection). This can be attributed to 

the climbing flight’s simulated weight uncertainty of +16%, which exceeds the -10% and +10% weight uncertainties 

used by the multi-trajectory algorithm to generate fast-climb-rate and slow-climb-rate trajectories, respectively. This 

is important because aircraft takeoff weight variation of more than 10% within aircraft types is common in current 

operations
9
. Two possible non-mutually-exclusive ways of handling this climb uncertainty include: 1) incorporating 

variations in climb speed profile into the fast- and slow-climb-rate trajectory predictions, and/or 2) generating and 

utilizing a dead-reckoning trajectory based on an extrapolation of current velocity and heading for climbing flights 

in addition to the fast- and slow-climb-rate trajectory predictions. Although this is outside the scope of this study, it 

should be a subject of future research. 

 

 AC1 
(type) 

AC2 
(type) 

Phase 
of 

Flight 

First Detection Time 
for Single-Trajectory 
Algorithm (minutes) 

First Detection Time 
for Multi-Trajectory 
Algorithm (minutes) 

Improvement in 
First Detection 
Time (minutes) 

1 MD88 MD10 C/L 2.2 5.8 3.6 

2 MD82 MD82 C/L 2.0 4.0 2.0 

3 MD82 MD83 C/L 2.4 3.4 1.0 

4 FA20 A319 C/L 2.8 6.4 3.6 

5 WW24 DC87 C/L 2.8 7.2 4.4 

6 B733 DC10 C/L 2.8 7.8 5.0 

7 E135 B733 C/L missed detection 6.0 6.0 

8 MD82 A306 C/L 1.8 8.0 6.2 

9 MD83 DC10 C/L 1.8 3.6 1.8 

10 B733 DC10 C/L missed detection 2.0 2.0 

11 C56X E145 C/C 1.6 7.0 5.4 

Average (minutes) 1.8 5.6 3.7 
Table 2. Conflict detection performance by single- and multi-trajectory algorithms in simulation. 
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VI. Evaluation using Center Host Radar Track Data 

A. Methodology 
The multi-trajectory conflict detection algorithm described in previous sections was implemented in CTAS, and 

experiments were conducted to evaluate the effect of using fast- and slow-climb-rate trajectories to detect conflicts 

involving one or more climbing flights in the strategic detection time frame of 3-8 minutes. The nominal CTAS 

conflict detection algorithm, which predicts conflicts by generating a single nominal trajectory prediction for each 

flight and comparing them pairwise, served as the baseline. A recording of Fort Worth Center Host radar track data 

on Thursday, May 21, 2009 from 9:45 AM-10:00 PM local time was played back once for each algorithm to record 

conflict detection data such as aircraft IDs, times at which conflict detections were made, predicted initial loss of 

separation times and positions, etc. This day had no major weather activity and appeared to have traffic typical of a 

weekday in Fort Worth Center. 

Performance metrics were selected to provide insight into the performance and efficiency tradeoff involved with 

using the multi-trajectory algorithm instead of the single-trajectory algorithm. Only conflict detection data involving 

at least one climbing flight were relevant to this study; data for all other conflict types were ignored. The relevant 

conflict data were categorized as: 1) climb/non-climb, or 2) climb/climb. Three performance metrics were computed 

for both conflict types: 1) number of unique conflict detections using the single- and multi-trajectory approaches, 2) 

percentage of conflict detections made by the multi-trajectory algorithm but not by the single-trajectory algorithm 

that were false alerts, and 3) difference between the first detection times of detections made by both algorithms. 

B. Number of Conflict Detections (8-Minute Maximum First Detection Time) 
The first performance metric is a count of the number of unique conflict detections by each algorithm. Since both 

the vertical and horizontal protection envelopes defined by the fast- and slow-climb-rate trajectory predictions were 

typically greater than the detection criteria in effect when only nominal-climb-rate trajectory predictions were used, 

the number of unique conflict detections by the multi-trajectory algorithm is expected to be greater than the number 

of detections with the single-trajectory approach. 

The conflict detections made by the single- and the multi-trajectory algorithms were categorized according to 

their conflict type (climb/non-climb or climb/climb) and summarized in Table 3 below. The number of conflict 

detections by the multi-trajectory algorithm was about 50% and 75% greater than the single-trajectory algorithm for 

climb/non-climb and climb/climb cases, respectively. As such, it was also important to analyze each of the conflicts 

detections made by the multi-trajectory algorithm but not by the single-trajectory algorithm to estimate how many of 

them were false alerts. 

 

Conflict Detection Type Number of Detections 
(Single-Trajectory) 

Number of Detections 
(Multi-Trajectory) 

Increase in Number of 
Conflict Detections (%) 

Climb/Non-Climb 176 261 48.3% 

Climb/Climb 59 103 74.6% 

Overall (Climb Conflict 
Detections) 

235 364 54.9% 

Table 3. Number of conflict detections (8-minute maximum first detection time). 

C. False Alert Analysis (8-Minute Maximum First Detection Time) 
The second performance metric is the percentage of conflict detections made by the multi-trajectory conflict 

detection algorithm but not by the single-trajectory algorithm that were false alerts. This was determined for each 

individual case by applying engineering judgment to plots of radar tracks and trajectory predictions at first detection. 

This qualitative analysis method is based on earlier research that analyzed false-alert rates for a tactical conflict 

detection algorithm
10

. Two examples are provided in this section for: 1) a false alert, and 2) a valid alert. 

An example of a false alert by the multi-trajectory algorithm involved the climbing flight (AC1) and cruising 

flight (AC2) is illustrated in Figure 7 below. The plot graphs altitude (feet) versus time (minutes) for both flights. 

The cruising flight was flying westbound at 30,000 feet across Fort Worth Center while the climbing flight was on 

its way up to its top-of-climb at 31,000 feet. In this case, the multi-trajectory algorithm predicted that a conflict 

would occur near the slow-climb-rate trajectory prediction about 8 minutes downstream. However, no controller 

action is evident in the radar tracks or the corresponding x-y plots (not shown). As such, this case was inferred to be 

a false alert by the multi-trajectory conflict detection algorithm. On the other hand, the nominal trajectory 
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predictions of the climbing flight closely matched the actual flight path and, thus, the single-trajectory algorithm 

correctly predicted that there would no loss of separation between the two flights. 

 

 
Figure 7. Example multi-trajectory conflict detection algorithm false alert. 

 

An example of a valid alert by the multi-trajectory algorithm involved the climbing flight (AC1) and cruising 

flight (AC2) illustrated in Figure 8 below. As in Figure 7, the plot graphs altitude (feet) versus time (minutes) for 

both flights. The cruising flight was flying westbound at 34,000 feet across Fort Worth Center while the climbing 

flight was heading up to its top-of-climb at 37,000 feet. In this case, the multi-trajectory algorithm initially detected 

the conflict about 8 minutes prior to when loss of separation was predicted to occur, and the controller intervened 

1.5 minutes after that with a temporary altitude of 33,000 feet to the climbing flight to resolve the conflict. Cases 

such as this one that exhibited controller intervention were inferred to be valid alerts by the multi-trajectory conflict 

detection algorithm. By contrast, the single-trajectory algorithm never detected a conflict between these two flights. 

 

 
Figure 8. Example multi-trajectory conflict detection algorithm valid alert. 

 

Each of the 86 climb/non-climb and 49 climb/climb conflict detections made by the multi-trajectory algorithm 

but not by the single-trajectory algorithm were plotted and analyzed as done in Figures 7 and 8 to determine if they 

were false alerts. The analysis determined that only about 15% of the 135 additional conflict detections by the multi-

trajectory algorithm were false alerts. Although this provides some insight into the efficiency of the multi-trajectory 

algorithm, a more rigorous and thorough missed- and false-alert analysis is needed and will be the subject of future 

research. This type of analysis must be conducted in simulation because losses of separation rarely occur in actual 

operations. 
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Conflict Detection Type Conflict Detections by Multi-
Trajectory Algorithm Only 

False 
Alerts (%) 

Climb/Non-Climb 86 20.9% 

Climb/Climb 49 4.1% 

Overall (Climb Conflict Detections) 135 14.8% 
Table 4. False-alert analysis (8-minute maximum first detection time). 

 

Note that the difference in the number of unique conflict detections between the two algorithms was 85 for 

climb/climb cases and 44 for climb/non-climb cases (see Table 3). Discrepancies with the number of detections that 

were analyzed for this section are due to cases where the multi-trajectory algorithm had a detection at the same time 

as the single-trajectory algorithm, but it predicted that the conflict would occur less than 3 minutes in the future 

while the single-trajectory algorithm predicted that the conflict would occur more than 3 minutes in the future.  

D. Initial Conflict Detection Times (8-Minute Maximum First Detection Time) 
The third performance metric compares the first detection times of conflict detections made by both the single- 

and multi-trajectory algorithms to determine the performance gains that could be achieved. As a convention, if the 

first conflict detection time using the multi-trajectory approach was earlier than using the single-trajectory approach, 

then the difference was given a positive sign; otherwise, it was given a negative sign. The multi-trajectory approach 

is expected to have earlier first detection times than the single-trajectory approach because it utilizes larger vertical 

and horizontal detection criteria by definition. 

Analysis of conflict detections made by both the single- and multi-trajectory algorithms found that most were 

detected by both algorithms within 24 seconds of each other; small differences in conflict detection times were the 

result of artifacts in collecting data with the single- and multi-trajectory algorithms and heuristics employed during 

post-experiment analysis. Many of these conflict detections were made at around the same time by both algorithms 

because they involved flights that (among other reasons): 1) had just entered Fort Worth Center airspace, 2) had just 

been identified by radar, or 3) had just received a flightplan amendment. 

Among the 34 common climb/non-climb conflict detections with differences in first conflict detection times of 

greater than 24 seconds, there was a notable improvement of 1.9 minutes on average with a standard deviation of 2.8 

minutes (see Table 5 below). Likewise, in 19 of the common climb/climb conflict pairs, the conflict detection times 

2.3 minutes earlier on average with a standard deviation of 2.3 minutes. Although there were two cases where the 

single-trajectory algorithm detected conflicts earlier than the multi-trajectory algorithm because of the time it took 

for the latter to apply its trajectory failure handling logic (see Section IV.E), the multi-trajectory algorithm almost 

always had earlier detections as expected. 

 

Conflict Detection Type Number of 
Detections 

Mean (minutes) Standard Deviation (minutes) 

Climb/Non-Climb 34 1.9 2.8 

Climb/Climb 19 2.3 2.3 

Overall (Climb Conflict Detections) 53 2.0 2.6 
Table 5. Improvement in first detection times (8-minute maximum first detection time). 

VII. Discussion 

A. Flight Intent Accuracy and Pilot Conformance 
Intent accuracy and pilot conformance to flightplans are crucial to trajectory prediction accuracy and automated 

conflict detection performance. However, flightplan amendments often are not entered into the Host by controllers 

due to workload limits. A comparison of controller clearances by voice to flightplan amendments entered found that 

while 95% of altitude clearances were entered, less than one-third of route clearances were entered
11

. 

Although less than 15% of the 135 conflict detections that were made by the multi-trajectory algorithm but not 

by the single-trajectory algorithm were false alerts, 16.3% of these 135 additional detections were the result of 

outdated flight intent data or pilot non-conformance to flightplans (see Table 6). As such, these superfluous alerts 

were not charged against the multi-trajectory algorithm in the false-alert analysis in Section VI. 
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Conflict Detection Type Conflict Detections by Multi-
Trajectory Algorithm Only 

Outdated Flight Intent or 
Pilot Non-Conformance (%) 

Climb/Non-Climb 86 10.5% 

Climb/Climb 49 26.5% 

Overall (Climb Conflict Detections) 135 16.3% 
Table 6. Detections due to inaccurate intent or non-conformance (8-minute maximum first detection time). 
 

This analysis highlights the importance of pilot conformance to flightplans and accurate flight intent information 

in any trajectory-based automated conflict detection system. The tradeoff between higher controller workload from 

entering a greater percentage of clearances into the Host and lower workload due to fewer superfluous alerts by the 

conflict detection automation as well as the potential effect of datalink on this tradeoff should be researched further. 

B. Tradeoff Between Improvements in First Detection Times and Increased False Alerts 
The conflict detection performance results in Section VI exhibit a clear tradeoff between improvements in first 

detection times and increases in false alerts by the multi-trajectory conflict detection algorithm. It improved first 

conflict detection times by an average of 2 minutes over the single-trajectory algorithm. However, it also had 55% 

more unique conflict detections, though only about 15% of these additional detections turned out to be false alerts. 

Although this tradeoff between improvements in first detection times and increased false alerts appears reasonable 

based on engineering judgment, a formal human factors study that involves controllers and/or pilots using the multi-

trajectory conflict detection algorithm for climbing flights is necessary before any such conclusion can be made. 

VIII. Conclusions 
Climb prediction uncertainty is a significant source of error in the conflict detection function of trajectory-based 

automated separation assurance systems. A multi-trajectory algorithm was developed and evaluated to improve the 

performance of the conflict detection function for climbing flights in the strategic detection time frame of 3-8 

minutes by protecting the airspace volume defined by fast- and slow-climb-rate trajectory predictions. Preliminary 

testing of the algorithm was conducted using a set of 11 late or missed conflict detection cases encountered in prior 

simulations of automated separation assurance performance in the presence of trajectory uncertainty. The average 

improvement in first conflict detection times was about 3.7 minutes. 

Next, this multi-trajectory conflict detection algorithm was applied to 12 hours of Fort Worth Center traffic data. 

Results showed that conflict detections occurred about 2 minutes earlier using the multi-trajectory conflict detection 

algorithm than using a single-trajectory algorithm. Furthermore, although the number of unique conflict detections 

involving at least one climbing flight was 55% greater in the multi-trajectory case than in the single-trajectory case, 

only 15% of these conflicts were false alerts. This finding indicates that checking the volume of airspace between 

fast-climb-rate and slow-climb-rate trajectories can improve first detection times with a reasonable tradeoff in false 

alerts. 

Appendix 
The experiments and analysis conducted for Section VI were repeated for this Appendix using a longer conflict 

detection horizon of 12 minutes instead of 8 minutes. This was done because previous research on automated SA 

performance in the presence of different levels of uncertainty used a 3-12 minute strategic conflict detection time 

frame as opposed to the shorter 3-8 minute time frame utilized in this study. 

A. Number of Conflict Detections (12-Minute Maximum First Detection Time) 
The first performance metric is a count of the number of unique conflict detections that were made by the single- 

and multi-trajectory algorithms. Comparing the results in Tables 3 and A1, the percentage increase in the number of 

detections between the multi-trajectory and single-trajectory algorithms using a 12-minute maximum first conflict 

detection time is smaller than using an 3-8 minute detection time horizon. However, the overall number of additional 

climb/non-climb and climb/climb detections is larger when probing for conflicts 12 minutes ahead. This suggests 

that a maximum first detection time of 12 minutes may be too far ahead when utilizing multiple climb trajectories to 

detect conflicts involving one or more climbing flights. 
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Conflict Detection Type Number of Detections 
(Single-Trajectory) 

Number of Detections 
(Multi-Trajectory) 

Increase in Number of 
Conflict Detections (%) 

Climb/Non-Climb 298 412 34.9% 

Climb/Climb 104 174 67.3% 

Overall (Climb Conflict 
Detections) 

402 586 45.8% 

Table A1. Number of conflict detections (12-minute maximum first detection time). 

B. False Alert Analysis (12-Minute Maximum First Detection Time) 
The second performance metric is the percentage of conflict detections made by the multi-trajectory conflict 

detection algorithm but not by the single-trajectory algorithm that were false alerts. As in Section VI, false alerts 

were determined for each individual case by applying engineering judgment to plots of radar tracks and trajectory 

predictions at first detection. The analysis found that 20.3% and 11.5% of the additional 133 climb/non-climb and 

78 and climb/climb detections, respectively, were false alerts (see Table A2). The overall false alert rate of 17.1% 

using a maximum first detection time of 12 minutes is higher than the overall false alert rate of 14.8% when conflict 

detections were constrained to a shorter 3-8 minute time frame, which suggests that a maximum first detection time 

of 12 minutes may be too large when utilizing fast- and slow-climb-rate trajectories for strategic conflict detection. 

 

Conflict Detection Type Conflict Detections by Multi-
Trajectory Algorithm Only 

False 
Alerts (%) 

Climb/Non-Climb 133 20.3% 

Climb/Climb 78 11.5% 

Overall (Climb Conflict Detections) 211 17.1% 
Table A2. False-alert analysis (12-minute maximum first detection time). 

C. Initial Conflict Detection Times (12-Minute Maximum First Detection Time) 
The third performance metric compares the first detection times of conflict detections made by both the single- 

and multi-trajectory algorithms to determine the performance gains that could be achieved. In 54 of the common 

climb/non-climb cases, there were notable improvements in initial detection times of 1.6 minutes on average with a 

standard deviation of 2.2 minutes for a 12-minute maximum first detection time (see Table A3). Likewise, in 26 of 

the common climb/climb cases, first conflict detection times were greater by 2.1 minutes on average with a standard 

deviation of 2.3 minutes. The corresponding results for an 8-minute maximum first detection time was about 0.2 

minutes greater on average with similar standard deviations even though the 3-8 minute detection time frame used 

was only about half as long. Again, this suggests that a maximum first detection time of 8 minutes is preferred for 

the multi-trajectory conflict detection algorithm for climbing flights developed in this paper. 

 

Conflict Detection Type Number of 
Detections 

Mean (minutes) Standard Deviation (minutes) 

Climb/Non-Climb 54 1.6 2.2 

Climb/Climb 26 2.1 2.3 

Overall (Climb Conflict Detections) 80 1.8 2.3 
Table A3. Improvement in first detection times (12-minute maximum first detection time). 
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